The ULC, or Undergraduate Living Center, was suspended from campus last year after authorities discovered misconduct ranging from inappropriate use of campus music to impersonation of a university mascot. The building has been on probation since incidents involving a football brawl and firesprinklers were investigated last year. The low level of probation was upgraded to Secret Double Probation after authorities discovered outlines outlining how to seal the “T” in a study-lounge.

“Just because we don’t sit around and play Quake,” the administration is all over us,” said senior Industrial Design student Matt Johnson, chair of the ULC social programs committee.

“I don’t live in ULC, but I do every weekend,” said freshman Janice Panikowski, who lives on the fourth floor of Harrison. “With ULC suspended, the party will stop. Social way and throw chairs at each other. Of course, it was really all about conflict resolution in positive manners.”

The department of housing has refused to comment on the situation, but an anonymous source from the inside said, “To Hell with Georgia Tech!” What this statement has to do with the ULC suspension is still a mystery.

“Buzz, the Georgia Tech mascot, has no idea what’s going on. He turned himself in last Saturday after leaving the ULC around 2:00 a.m. He refused to speak with authorities about his activities, but did perform a dance and twenty push-ups on the top of Curran Street parking deck.

Several ULC residents are strumming the suspension as based on unfair standards set by the behavior of the “typical” Tech student.

“Just because we don’t sit around and play Quake, the administration is all over us,” said senior Industrial Design student Matt Johnson, chair of the ULC social programs committee.

“I didn’t live in ULC, but I do there every weekend,” said freshman Janice Panikowski, who lives on the fourth floor of Harrison. “With ULC suspend ed, the party will stop. Social
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Many female Tech students believe that they would have more fulfilling relationships if they could actually find dates, but the lack of males at Tech prevents them from having active social lives.

Tech women, having long suffered from a disproportionate male/female ratio, are reaching new levels of sexual frustration. A recent survey conducted by an anonymous student along the Skiles walkway between classes indicates that Tech females are tired of not having enough men on campus to form healthy dating habits.

“I’m tired of asking out guys and being rejected. I bet the guys here just think they’re great now because there are so few of them,” said one angry H. sophomore, who asked to remain anonymous. “They must have some psychological/affirmation problem, because they won’t go out with me.”

The proposal also aims to differentiate between the taste of the fish and chicken parts. Committee member Jacob Smith, the Tech women, having long

searching for dates.

“Just because there are so few of them,”

“What does it take to find a real man here?”

Many female Tech students believe that they would have more fulfilling relationships if they could actually find dates, but the lack of males at Tech prevents them from having active social lives.

Tech women, having long suffered from a disproportionate male/female ratio, are reaching new levels of sexual frustration. A recent survey conducted by an anonymous student along the Skiles walkway between classes indicates that Tech females are tired of not having enough men on campus to form healthy dating habits.

“I’m tired of asking out guys and being rejected. I bet the guys here just think they’re great now because there are so few of them,” said one angry H. sophomore, who asked to remain anonymous. “They must have some psychological/affirmation problem, because they won’t go out with me.”

Several women have turned to alternative sources of men to find potential mates. Since the addition of Ethernet to residence halls and sorority houses, many women have used the Internet as a means of finding companionship.

SE Senior Michelle Ward said that after attempting to date three Tech males, she decided to look online for love. “I got onto

http://www.amanoffyou.com, and started e-mailing this guy. I met him in a chat room who said he was from Roswell. Turns out ’he’ was really a 45-year-old imprisoned obese woman named Bertha from Nevada. What does it take to find a real man here?”

Others have taken advantage of local colleges and area high schools when searching for dates.

Alexis Robinson, a ME junior, praised the men she’s met at
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“CS is or never has been very difficult when you come to think of it,” points out Junior Teaching Assistant A. Punk. “And the CoC is just trying to step it up a notch. These are tools that people will need for the rest of their lives, not just useless information that they will never use. We would never do that to students. I mean why create a linked list for example when we have a class in Java that already has it? I never want to see a CS class that makes students do that...it would just be wrong. We should utilize what we have.”

As for CS 1312, Georgia Tech’s official three-hour Introduction to Programming class, Industrial Engineers will also no longer be required to take 1312. In the place of Java, grades will now be based on how many levels and/or areas a student can clear various games such as Quake, Starcraft, and Warcraft 2. However, the grades will also be based 40% on the rigid time requirements. Basically this states the faster a student can clear a certain part of a game, the higher their grade.

“I know this may seem tough,” says Shaft, “but we have to have some sort of standards. We are after all, a highly reputable institute.”

The current proposals planned are updated to CS 2330. "Language and Translations.” This class will now offer lecture slides online among other new features. A maximum time of five hours a week will be required for working on games. Free caffeine and carbonated beverages along with fresh donuts will be provided in the CoC every day.

“Since this class is restricted to only Compil and CS majors, we want the students to be able to have plenty of resources available for them to use,” stated Professor Greenleaf. “I want at least 50% As and Bs in this class. There’s more to life that your computers; CS shouldn’t be hard. I don’t know about other professors, but I care, I really do.”

All CS classes will go through some general changes. Grades will be turned in as soon as homework and labs are done so students can see how they are performing in class.

Acme is also set to be fixed to ensure that turnin, workon, and getback work properly and efficiently. Instead of the standard one to two week period between as-signment turnin, everything will be due at the end of every month, a more feasible time frame according to professors.

Other new proposals for CS classes will be announced as soon as the Georgia Tech Computer Science Department approves the new revisions.

One statement sums up the goal of the College of Computing regarding these revisions.

“We would NEVER make students do things that are unnecessary and without reason or purpose. We want our students to above all, be happy.”
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life on campus will grind to a screeching halt. We might have to start spending our weekends in Athens! Perish the thought!

Even more disconcerting than the loud country music and hallway sporting events is the unconfirmed report that students living in the ULC are known to consume large amounts of the dangerous substance known as milk.

Rumors of milk parties late into the night are just one of the questionable practices in which ULC residents may be engaging. A recent campaign to make students aware of the dangers of milk may have failed to alert residents of potential hazards.

The Kroger on Howell Mill Road, a grocery store frequented by Tech students, will be increasing security among other new features. A maximum time of five hours a week will be required for working on games. Free caffeine and carbonated beverages along with fresh donuts will be provided in the CoC every day.

“Since this class is restricted to only Compil and CS majors, we want the students to be able to have plenty of resources available for them to use,” stated Professor Greenleaf. “I want at least 50% As and Bs in this class. There’s more to life that your computers; CS shouldn’t be hard. I don’t know about other professors, but I care, I really do.”

All CS classes will go through some general changes. Grades will be turned in as soon as homework and labs are done so students can see how they are performing in class.

Acme is also set to be fixed to ensure that turnin, workon, and getback work properly and efficiently. Instead of the standard one to two week period between assignment turnin, everything will be due at the end of every month, a more feasible time frame according to professors.

Other new proposals for CS classes will be announced as soon as the Georgia Tech Computer Science Department approves the new revisions.

One statement sums up the goal of the College of Computing regarding these revisions.

“We would NEVER make students do things that are unnecessary and without reason or purpose. We want our students to above all, be happy.”

Kroger manager D. Storeman stated the following in a press conference yesterday evening: “We are all well aware that lactose rich products, specifically milk, have played a large role in the recent ULC suspension. We are currently investigating ways to regulate milk use, possibly by increasing beer sales.”

Gregory Burdell has launched a campaign to reinstate ULC’s charter with the department of housing. The band will be present at his kickoff rally, where they will perform such timeless classics as “Ramblin’ Wreck” and the Budweiser theme song, “You’ve Said it All.” The rally will take place at the shaft on Saturday, April 1, at noon. Buzz, President Clough, Robert Woodruff, Tyler Brown, Britney Spears, N’Sync, Rebecca Romain-Stamos, and Prince William will be among the international celebrities who have taken up the ULC’s cause.

Miss Spears will perform her new hit single “Baby, Baby, Take me to the ULC.” N’Sync will debut a new song with the assistance of the Georgia Tech Chorale led by Dr. William Caldwell.

The poignant lyrics get to the heart of the issue: “ULC is where I need to be, oh yeah, oh yeah, yeah baby. Ohhhhhhh, Give me a pair-tee, in the ULC, baby yeah.”

[Editor’s note: ULC 119 is where it’s at.]

ATTENTION

To whom it may concern:
The Technique is no longer going to accept advertising. We’ve had enough of having to write content to fill the space. We are going to give our ads reservationist a vacation and we are going to have 4 page paper for the rest of this year. The stuff of the ‘nique is going to sleep, study, and maybe have fun. They are going to do all the stuff that they don’t have time for when we have giant papers: have a life. Thanks and have a nice day.

Please call 404-894-2830 to place an ad.
Campus thong

Parking office builds new deck on campus

The parking office recently announced plans to build a six level parking deck on campus. The new deck will be located where the on-campus bookstore once was located on the Skiles walkway. Applications for the new deck, which will be called Z07, are now available online.

Spring Break to begin in April this semester

In lieu of the extensive length of this spring semester, Georgia Tech declared that finals will be canceled this semester. Instead, April will be declared Spring Break. They apologize for any inconveniences they may have caused.

Loveline, Dr. Drew to come to Tech next week

In an effort to help Tech men and women relations on campus, Dr. Drew and his team from Loveline are coming to the Student Center next week. The various topics will include "How to Talk to a Girl" and "Dating: Riding on MARTA doesn't count." Dr. Drew will also be available throughout the week to help assist students and their various questions.

For more information, visit http://www.techguysneedhelp.gatech.edu/speakers/dc_drew/index.html.

Technique going out of business sale starts today

Due to insufficient funds and lack of staff members, The Soused Libelous will cease production after this week. Computer equipment, our fine dining facilities, the top five North American eating establishment. Congratulations to speakers/dr_drew/index.html.

In an effort to help Tech men and women relations on campus, Dr. Drew and his team from Loveline are coming to the Student Center next week. The various topics will include "How to Talk to a Girl" and "Dating: Riding on MARTA doesn't count." Dr. Drew will also be available throughout the week to help assist students and their various questions.

For more information, visit http://www.techguysneedhelp.gatech.edu/speakers/dc_drew/index.html.

Object Dining Hall wins “Bon Apetit” Award

“Bon Apetit” magazine recently named Brittain Dining Hall among the top five North American eating establishment. Congratulations to our fine dining facilities.

Housing buys Westin for dorm

By Posh and Ginger Spice

We’re making a comeback

We’ll tell you what we want, what we really really want: Housing in a high-rise downtown flat.

Shag me silly, but that’s what the Housing Department is proposing for next year.

Plans to purchase the downtown Westin, converting the hotel rooms to luxury dorm apartments, is already underway. Sundial, the restaurant at the top of the Westin, will be converted into an exclusive dining hall for residents and Club TECH has, a closed party dance club for Tech students.

“The idea here is to reward Tech students for all of their hard work. Now, after only 45 hours, a student will be eligible to move into the new Westin Apartments. Freshmen will now live in the West campus apartment buildings, except, of course, the recently suspended ULC,” commented Housing Director Gimme Phish.

Another housing department administrator said, “We are all about making our students comfortable and being fair.”

In a surprise announcement, Housing declared just this week that the priority lottery numbers for upper-classmen are actually the room numbers of their new Westin Apartments. All students will therefore be guaranteed housing. Georgia Tech has also incorporated the Westin Hotel’s full staff as employees of the Housing Department.

Students in the new apartments will enjoy 24 hour concierge service, complimentary massages, unlimited access to health club and sauna, unlimited meal plans for Sundial Dining Hall, tip-free room service, and on-call housekeeping personnel to satisfy every housing requests. Personal limousine service will transport students to classes in place of the Stinger busses. Limo service will be expanded to include a Buckhead Loop, Little Five Loop, Midtown Loop, and Highlands Loop before the start of fall semester.

The new “Downtown Housing Office” will be established in coming weeks adjacent to the Hard Rock Café downtown. Martha Stewart is anticipated as the new Coordinator of Downtown Housing.

She said in a recent interview "I will provide all my residents with fresh sheets and towels from my K-mart collection as a house-warming gift next semester. I am so excited!"

"Like, I wonder if room service will deliver strawberries and champagne on request!?"

Bilinda Henkle
Sophomore

Celebrity guests will still be welcome in the hotel’s penthouse. Expected guests include Weird Al Yankovich, Marilyn Manson, Julia Roberts, Pamela Lee, and the very anticipated Prince William. (You know we think he’s sexy. Girl Power!)

Talking about Girl Power, female students are raving with excitement. "We hit the streets of North Avenue to interview undergrads who will soon be relocating to the Westin."

“The Housing department is finally treating us like we deserve to be treated. Rad!” said sophomore Bilinda Henkle. “Limo service to class is a huge perk. Like, I wonder if room service will deliver strawberries and champagne on request, or what. This is sooooo cool, like, you know?”

Tech’s high speed computer network will be expanded into the Westin as well. Extra phone lines, moist towelves, HBO and Showtime, along with extra long beds will also be provided.

“We don’t want anything provided on campus nor be provided at Westin Apartments,” exclaimed Phish. "We understand students’ individual needs and are always there for support and to answer any questions or concerns."

“I personally am glad Housing is doing something right!” says super HOT anduggableCS major Gene Maurice. “Everything’s finally working for us now.”
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All Women’s Technique again! AND we get Ice Cream too!
Food

more expensive to use real meat and soy, but we think it is time Tech students stop eating rubber. Unless they enjoy it of course.

Another aspect of the plan involves regulations on how many days in a row that the same exact food can be served. Fromb realizes that this means hiring more chefs since the exact same food can no longer be served every day for a month. Fromb says, “I believe a week straight is long enough for a student to be served the same dish.”

Fromb feels that it may actually cut down on the work for dining hall employees because if they periodically cook fresh dishes they will no longer have to scrape mold and fungus off all the entrees before serving them.

FIC also plans to begin buying “real” jar or canned spaghetti sauce. Dandy feels that the students “just don’t like this just add water powder sauce we use now. Maybe it is just too hard to get it right, measuring water and all. We think jarred or canned sauce should help.”

The Committee also came up with the new CS major diet. Fromb feels that “with the amount of time they spend sitting behind their computer, if they remember to tear themselves away and venture out to the dining hall, we want them to have a healthy alternative. So, we came up with a low-fat, high carb diet. Of course, it is not limited to CS majors, anyone can order the CS menu selection of the day.”

FIC member Patrick McSaltros is proud of the initiative’s goal of doubling the entrée selection. McSaltros claims that “it may be hard to go from producing one entrée a day to two, but we think it will be worth it. We hope it will not cause any problems for the students to learn how to select between the huge number of two choices. We think Tech students are up to the challenge.”

The initiative still has to be approved. Bureaucracy may stall the plan for a short while, but since this plan will be moving at Tech speed, students can start looking for it to be implemented by Fall of 2025.
other schools. “I was dating this 16-year-old from North Cobb High School for a little while, but I broke up with him because his parents wouldn’t let him stay out past his curfew,” she said. “I am looking around, though. I met a guy from Southern Tech the other day, and I hear Emory’s got a few good men.”

Unfortunately, the lack of diversity on campus has left a sour taste in many female students’ mouths. “Who thought up this Men’s Awareness Month? We’re all aware that they’re not here,” added Ward.

An unidentified female ARCH student admitted that the ratio had made her act irrationally at times. “It drives me crazy. Sometimes I’ll get drunk and call my ex-boyfriends at 2 a.m., just to annoy them. Do you know how long it’s been since I’ve ‘gotten some?’” She also said that she has placed many anti-male statements on newsgroups, and de-faced posters promoting the upcoming Men’s Leadership Conference.

When all else fails, however, many students turn to alternative sources of entertainment and quit the search altogether.

Andrea Silverstein, a ChE sophomore, says she relies on all-night Quake tournaments and Indigo Girls conventions to help pass her free time. “Since I discovered Tori Amos music and Ellen DeGeneres movies, who needs men?” says Silverstein.

Although many women have found alternatives to meeting men on campus, most seem to feel that there is only one solution to their dilemma: recruiting more men. “I hope that the admissions office understands that we need more men. We’re dying out here!” Robinson said.